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Decision-making as the goal of data analytics
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CRISP-DM - a guideline for the audit process 

Prepare audit goals 
and activities for:
 Business 

understanding
 Data understanding
 Data preparation
 Modeling
 Evaluation
 Deployment
 Data provision

Each phase of 
the data 
analytics 

process as 
described by 
CRISP-DM is 
well-suited for 

stepping in 
with audit work
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CRISP-DM - phases and the auditor’s capabilities

(1-2)
• be familiar with the field of business

(3,7)
• have an understanding of database 

technologies, data and quality management

(4-5)
• have a track record in data analytics, 

statistics, and quality measures

(6)
• be familiar with software architectures, 

deployment, and data procurement

Each CRISP-DM phase requires different auditing 
abilities and audit knowledge:

Level of com
plexity increases
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A look into the black box

 Machine learning models are “black boxes”
 Coherencies learnt are complex and abstract
 Models depend on data used
 Model evaluation

 Statistical evaluation
 Semantical evaluation

 Model performance is evaluated
by means of standard metrics 

 Metrics may lead to erroneous 
conclusions about model quality 

 Humans do not understand the
decision-making process
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A look into the black box - model evaluation

Semantical evaluation
• Understanding of the results
• Alignment with business goals
• Plausibility of assumed correlations
• Implications of bias, variance and 

random noise
• Means for prevention of overfitting

Statistical evaluation
• Evaluate blind tests
• Evaluate statistical tests 

− Classification
− Regression
− Clustering
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Audit catalogue for data mining and AI systems

Audit catalogue derived from CRISP-DM containing a total of 71 audit questions

For audit work on development, rollout, and 
operation of AI and data mining systems

We are currently piloting the catalogue in close
cooperation with the Federal Employment Agency
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Key takeaways

Automated decision-making presents 
new challenges for our audit work

The CRISP-DM standard offers audit 
intervention points at each phase

Auditors need specific skills and tools to 
audit automated decision-making

Statistical or semantical evaluation may 
be applied to “black box” models 

Our new audit catalogue covers a broad
range of audit questions and topics
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